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Body equilibrium device for physical rehabilitation
The objective of the M.P.R. Workshop is to illustrate the appliances used in the method: 

•	 B.E.D. (Body Equilibrium Device) 
•	 Magnet Therapy 
•	 Insoles 
•	 Detox 

We will demonstrate their use and adaptations of each one practically. 

Introduction: The M.P.R. (Myofunctional Postural Rehabilitation) is an interdisciplinary holistic focus for the treatment of 
neuromuscular skeletal disfunction for patients of all ages. It is based on the sensory deprogramming and reprogramming of 
the tonic postural system’s receptors: 

•	 Oculomotor system 
•	 Masticatory system 
•	 Biochemistry 
•	 Foot support 

The appliances used for this purpose, their practical use and indications, will be the main theme of the workshop. 

Material and Method: We will use the appliances for each system: 

•	 Oculomotor system 
•	 Magnet therapy and proprioceptive exercises 
•	 Masticatory system 
•	 B.E.D (Body Equilibrium Device) an innovative appliance specially designed for rehabilitation therapists, that allows 

to prevent the negative effect of the masticatory system on the tonic postural system. 
•	 Magnet therapy 
•	 The use of magnetic fields for endive muscle pain and to rebalance the muscle chains. 
•	 Proprioceptive Insoles 
•	 For the deprogramming of the different types of foot support that alter postural balance. 
•	 Detox : Biochemical deprogramming with homeopathic medicine and food supplements. 
•	 Practical measurement with the use of the posturometric and stabilometric platform. 

During the workshop you will be able to witness the use of each appliance in relation to the M.P.R. Method. 

The workshop duration is of 4hrs where attendants will be able to see directly the use of each M.P.R. appliance and the readings 
on the stabilometric and posturometric platform.
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